
00:00:36 Gregg Blumenfeld: good morning 

00:01:17 Leigh ß: good morning everyone 

00:01:28 Jim Baber: Good early morning from SF Bay area 

00:01:47 Henry Hunter: Good morn everyone 

00:01:48 Ninjacators: Good Morning everyone. Having mic issues. Give me a minute 

00:02:21 Jim Baber: yes kyle 

00:03:00 Frank Slegtenhorst: Good afternoon everyone. 

00:04:01 Ben Birdsell: God morning All! 

00:05:21 Ben Birdsell: It was good, very wort while, thanks 

00:10:26 Jim Baber: Does this work only on NQ 

00:12:06 Chase Hubbard: Does this work on volume based charts? 

00:13:53 Jim Baber: YM 

00:15:12 Chase Hubbard: How do you know which direction it is triggering? 

00:19:38 Frank Slegtenhorst: Kyle, I like your background color. Which is it? 

00:19:43 Chase Hubbard: 500 

00:20:16 Frank Slegtenhorst: Thanks 

00:21:17 Alonzo A.: GM All, can this be used with Renko Charts? 

00:22:57 Chase Hubbard: or Unirenko - was wondering that as well 

00:23:46 Chase Hubbard: What market condition do you like to use this tool? i.e. trending market, 

reversals, when you are anticipating a flag entry, etc? 

00:25:41 Chase Hubbard: NQ 500 

00:25:43 Jim Baber: The other market I trade a lot is ZN 

00:26:52 Jim Baber: Bonds do seem to trend a lot of the time 

00:27:18 LARRY SHEPHARD: What are these boxes? 

00:29:17 Chase Hubbard: Thanks for looking at that - I was actually referring to 500 volume as 

opposed to a 500 tick chart... but the concept appears the same 

00:30:58 Kayson: good morning...whats the min number of candles wide would you use for a 

signal 

00:31:31 Chase Hubbard: 2-10-5 unirenko 

00:31:44 Kayson: cool 



00:32:28 Gregg Blumenfeld: it does works on unirenko 

00:32:43 LARRY SHEPHARD: What are these boxes? 

00:36:12 Jim Baber: Ok just do bonds another friday 

00:43:09 Ben Birdsell: Is the Volatility Reversal same as Volatility Pullback 

00:46:12 Chase Hubbard: You said this bar type is included in the signal lab bundle?  Do we install 

the bars separately to use them 

00:46:38 Chase Hubbard: i.e. the volrenko bar type 

00:46:58 Chase Hubbard: Is it similar to custom renko in tradestation? 

00:51:01 Leigh ß: lol... 

00:52:31 Craig Hill: Employment Situation numbers in 8 minutes 

00:59:32 Ben Birdsell: The Volatility Reversal is located in the original UESA indicator folder but 

not in the later released Ninjacator download folder (10/4/2021). 

01:00:07 Chase Hubbard: Thank you - excellent presentation today 

01:02:32 Leigh ß: that is the bars pack that you install for vol renko etc. 

01:02:37 Frank Slegtenhorst: Thanks Kyle. Great webinar. 

01:03:51 Domenic Georgio: thanks Kyle was good 

01:14:46 Leigh ß: yes 

01:30:18 Chase Hubbard: Do you trade 6E? 

01:31:21 Chase Hubbard: I took a bear flag trendline break 

01:34:39 Chase Hubbard: no the next yeah that one 

01:34:39 Richard Butnik: With the new web site, I can't download the stack chart templates. I get 

a text file and this message:  

 

"This XML file does not appear to have any style information associated with it. The document tree is 

shown below." 

01:35:58 Leigh ß: richard  ---- right click on Chart Template "Save As" 

01:37:07 Kayson: folks are waiting till 9:30 ET 

01:37:31 Richard Butnik: OK, I'll give that a try. Thanks 

01:40:31 Henry Hunter: Current level of all indices are so high,better to step aside.Do u think so. 



01:42:34 Chase Hubbard: Supply Demand Trader has it in a red zone here on ES as well - do you 

use that tool with your setups in Signal Lab much? 

01:42:53 Carlos Escoto: NQ going to reach the delay New HH and regain leadership... I was too 

tight with my stop but I am done for the day 

01:44:38 Richard Butnik: I like the 5 minute S&D Scalper Zones 

01:44:41 Chase Hubbard: Actually have the 500 volume and 1min up - trying to compare.  The tool 

doesn't look like it lets you change the time bar to an alt time frame 

01:47:34 Chase Hubbard: By retest failure do you mean like a last kiss on bearish divergence in a 

small time frame? 

01:48:38 Kayson: what r the besttimes to trade CL and GC 

01:55:12 Richard Butnik: I trade crude after opening bell because I'm on West Coast. Just need to 

wait for it to decide what it wants to do, but usually get some good movement within first couple of 

hours 

01:57:17 Chase Hubbard: I've noticed Crude moving a lot during lunch time (EST) the last few 

months 

01:59:24 Leigh ß: nice sell off on crude yesterday 

01:59:52 Richard Butnik: GC is taking off 

02:01:24 Domenic Georgio: last week? 

02:03:57 Domenic Georgio: apple earnings 

02:11:12 Domenic Georgio: Kyle Solo had signal at 9:21 I didn't take buy at these levels 

02:21:44 Kayson: whrere's the retest failure 

02:23:19 Chase Hubbard: Looks like a 1min h&s in NQ as well 

02:38:23 Kayson: u have a naked contract 

02:44:14 Henry Hunter: Thanks nice weekend ,Everyone 

02:44:25 Frank Slegtenhorst: Thanks Graig. Have a great weekend everyone. 

02:44:48 Ben Birdsell: Thanks Craig 

02:44:56 Gregg Blumenfeld: Thanks, Craig! 

02:45:08 Nab Ghobriel: Thank you 

02:45:22 Leigh ß: thanks, have a great weekend everyone :-) 

02:45:29 Chase Hubbard: thank you have a good one 


